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Million Home
Retroﬁt Opportunity

W

ith an estimated one
million homes in Ireland
considered to be signiﬁcantly
energy inefﬁcient, SEAI is to
undertake a Deep Retroﬁt Pilot
Programme that will identify the
depth of the problem, and in the
process highlight the large-scale
opportunities it presents.
Deep retroﬁt means just that …
a holistic approach to retroﬁt that
involves a whole-house solution,
based on a fabric-ﬁrst approach,
twinned with the deployment of
renewables and a move away
from fossil fuels.
To commence the process SEAI
is looking for pilot projects and
will provide 50% funding of the
total capital costs, and project
management costs (including
design fees), of the projects
selected.
The Pilot Programme in itself is a
major opportunity for industry to
engage with SEAI in this process,
but its ﬁndings will be even more
beneﬁcial in identifying business
opportunities for all involved in
building services. Deﬁnitely an
initiative to support.
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Design award for
Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries has been
awarded the 2017 Silver A Design Award in the
“Engineering and Technical Design” category for
its SRK-ZSX Diamond Series air conditioning unit. The wall-mounted model
was specially created to meet the demanding expectations of the European
market and its curved design, which integrates elegantly efﬁcient cooling and
heating, particularly impressed the judges.
Its newly-designed serration propeller fan requires less energy than previous
models, increasing efﬁciency by 5%, while its new heat exchanger increases
efﬁciency a further 10% with its unique M-shaped ﬁn.
With lower running costs and energy expenditure, combined with advanced
engineering and design features, the award-winning SRK-ZSX perfectly
balances innovation with sustainability.
Contact: Michael Clancy (087 – 262 0701) or Graham McCann
(087 – 950 9402), Diamond Air Conditioning. Tel: 01 – 636 3131;
email: info@diamondair.ie; www.diamondair.ie

A-rated home with natural gas
Construction industry professionals joined Gas Networks Ireland at the Silver
Springs Clayton Hotel in Cork recently to explore how natural gas, in combination with
renewable technologies, meets with Part L of the Building Regulations to achieve a fully
A rated home. The seminar was hosted by Gas Networks Ireland in conjunction with BER
Assessors Association Ireland.
Topics explored included how to enter natural gas in conjunction with renewable
technologies into SEAI’s DEAP software. Other discussion points included installation and
running costs of natural gas
in a new house, the guiding
principles of gas connections,
and a look at Ireland’s natural
gas infrastructure.
Guest speakers included
Gerhard Heyl of PV Green
Energy Savings, Bill Quigley
of NuTech Renewables,
Calin Tasnadi of Daikin,
Jonathan White of LVP
Renewables, Paul McEvoy of
Lar Burke, Sales Manager, Gas Networks Ireland with
Origen and Patrick Wycherley
Kevin McCourt, Chairman, BER Assessors Association
Ireland.
of Clean Energy Ireland.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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Above: Annemarie Schaal, Sales Manager,
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, receiving the
award with some of her colleagues.

Daikin gas/solar
combination
Daikin’s new GCU ECH2O
offers gas fueling and solar
combination in a unit that
is particularly space-saving.
It gives the highest level
of hot water comfort and
is system-capable for
connecting additional
heat sources.
Thanks to an optimised
hydraulic and combustion
design, the height of the
complete unit is limited.
Greater ﬂexible connection
possibilities to the rear and
top, and well-visible
electronics access, increase
ease of installation and
maintenance, making the
compact system easier to
operate and maintain.
The boiler has automated combustion
control that adapts automatically
to different gas types. This allows a
household to retroﬁt a solar system at
any time. Optionally, remote control of
the system is possible via the app.
Contact: John O’Shaughnessy,
Heating Sales Manager, Daikin.
Tel: 086 – 796 8649;
email: oshaughnessy.j@daikin.ie;
www.daikin.ie
4
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Baxi Potterton Myson charity support
Paul Clancy and Glenn Bailey of Baxi
Potterton Myson visited St Michael’s House
Special School in Baldoyle, North County
Dublin recently to show their support for the
facility, and to donate a cheque towards the
upkeep of the school’s sensory garden.
This school is for special needs children with
profound disabilities and the sensory garden
plays a vital role in helping these children
express their feelings and emotions in a
quiet, safe environment.
Left: Paul Clancy with David Cashill Junior
who is a pupil at the school.

Condair opens new Hamburg factory
The Condair Group recently opened its newly-built production, logistics and sales facility
in Hamburg, Germany, marking a milestone in the company’s development. The state-of-the-art
13,000sq m building centralises Condair’s European manufacturing operations, previously carried
out in four regions across the continent.
Situated next door to Hamburg airport, the new Condair facility is also close to the motorway
and harbour, and incorporates the latest in energy saving building services technology. Placing the
facility close to core central European markets will shorten delivery channels and result in quicker
delivery times.
Central to the design of the Condair building was a focus on energy saving technology. The
German Energy Saving Ordinance (EnEV) 2014 and a maximum heat demand of just )35 kWh/(m².a)
were selected as minimum standards for the building. Once completed, it actually performed 50%
better than the target standard and almost achieved Passive House standard at full capacity.
Geothermal power is harnessed through the use of two 28m high-performance energy piles, and
roof-mounted photovoltaic panels generate nearly all the required electrical energy for the site.
A hybrid ceiling system provides cooling and heating, as well as acting as a thermal storage system
in combination with the building shell.
Humidity control is primarily delivered using a Condair GS, gas-ﬁred steam humidiﬁcation system,
with energy being transferred from its ﬂue gases to the incoming fresh air via a heat recovery
system for improved efﬁciency.
Contact: Damien Power, Condair Area Sales Manager for Ireland. Tel: 0912 – 597 120;
0044 - 7802 669819; email: damien.power@condair.com

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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Renewable gas
the answer?
Gas derived from renewable
sources, such as food waste,
unglamorous animal manure and
grass, has the potential to replace
more than one quarter (28%) of gas
supply by 2050, according to a new
study by the Sustainable Energy
Authority of Ireland (SEAI).
The study, which looks at the
availability of renewable gas sources
and estimates the costs and beneﬁts
of expanding the sector, shows that
using renewable gas could also
reduce carbon emissions.

Renewable gas is most commonly
produced from a process known as
anaerobic digestion (AD) which turns
material like food waste, grass and
animal waste into biogas. Biogas can
be burnt directly to produce heat and
electricity, or can be upgraded to a
standard suitable for injection into
the natural gas grid. The upgraded
gas is often referred to as biomethane
and is a direct substitute for fossil
fuel gas supply.
According to the study, signiﬁcant
potential exists to utilise surplus grass
silage produced on farms, which
represents 86% of the renewable gas
potential. However, grass silage has a
production cost that makes the energy
produced more expensive. Farming
practices that balance cost and
emissions will help to improve the
overall beneﬁts as we access
this resource.
6
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We’re recruiting
C&F Quadrant, the leading distributor of heating products to the
building services industry in Ireland for over 40 years, is currently
looking to ﬁll two new roles due to continuing expansion.
Details of both, and how to apply, are as follows.

Q Technical Sales Manager
The successful candidate will be required to manage and develop
sales of our commercial heating brands with key accounts and
speciﬁers. It is envisaged that he/she will have a minimum of two
years sales experience in the sector, and established relationships
with the leading contractors and consultants in the industry.

Role and responsibility
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meet and exceed sales targets
Manage key accounts
Identify new business opportunities
Conduct on-site support to clients and customers alike
Liaise with and develop trading relationships with suppliers
Use all company systems to carry out the role i.e. CRM, Outlook etc

CONDAIR DL

Q Internal Sales Coordinator
The successful candidate will have a minimum of two years sales
experience in the building services industry. In addition, he/she
will have the ability to work with the other support groups such as
ﬁnance/warehouse/supply chain to ensure customer requirements
are addressed in a timely fashion.

Role and responsibility
• Responding to and generating customer requests for quotations
• Processing orders – entering onto system and tracking to
completion
• Updating and managing customer records on company CRM
• Assisting other team members as required
• Other ad hoc duties as required, answering phones, attending
meetings, responding to customer queries.
• Develop and maintain good relationships with customers and
suppliers
Successful candidates for both of these roles must have the
following attributes:
• Extensive knowledge of the building services industry in Ireland
• A building services qualiﬁcation (desirable but not essential)
• Previous sales experience in the building services industry or
related ﬁeld
• Ability to plan time effectively to encompass cold calling/
prospecting and existing customers
• Customer focused people skills
• Ability to work to tight deadlines as part of a team
• Excellent computer and communication skills
• Full clean driving licence
• Ability to travel within Ireland and Europe as required to visit
customers and suppliers

Close control
adiabatic humidifier
with ultra hygienic
performance
The new Condair DL is an in-duct adiabatic humidifier
that oﬀers the level of humidity control normally only
available from steam humidifiers, but with the low
energy performance and evaporative cooling benefit of
a cold water system.
It also incorporates many anti-microbial features that
make it one of the most hygienic humidifiers available.

1hr
in-house
CPD seminars
available
Discover more about the Condair DL
www.condair.ie/DL
T: +353 (0)91 507 120

The salary on offer will depend on experience and include a bonus
structure, company vehicle, mobile and laptop.
Please submit CVs to derek@cfquadrant.ie or, alternatively, phone
087 - 269 8725 for further details.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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Humidification and
Evaporative Cooling
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ORS EI accredited
ORS, the multi-disciplinary consulting
engineering company, has achieved Engineers
Ireland Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
Accredited Employer standard, in recognition of the
organisation’s continuing professional development
strategy.
The Engineers Ireland CPD Accredited Employer
standard is a strategic framework which enables
engineers and engineering employers to raise
competency levels and deliver tangible business
beneﬁts by investing in engineers through continuing
professional development.

CIF warning on insurance costs
The Construction Industry Federation (CIF) has warned
that spiralling insurance premiums are adding to construction costs.
Over the last year, construction companies around Ireland have
reported disproportionate increases in Employer Liability/Public
Liability (EL/PL) premiums, rising by up to 50% in some incidences.
Increases of this level are unsustainable
and unjust. While companies expect
premiums to increase as their turnover
grows, the experience on the ground
is that these increases have grown
disproportionately. Claims settlements are
also rising in the Courts and in the Injuries
Board, for what appear in many cases to
be minor injuries.
Leading insurance experts have
suggested that if insurance premiums
continue to rise within the construction
Dermot Carey, Director
of Safety and Training, sector, many companies will no longer
CIF.
be able to afford to get cover.
Vokèra has appointed Mark Darcy as Area
Sales Manager for the north of the Republic
of Ireland. Mark has over 18 years’ experience
in the Irish heating and plumbing industry,
having formerly worked for MD Ireland (Part
of Travis Perkins) and Heatmerchants.
Neil Gaffney, Managing Director of Vokèra
Ireland, told Building Services News: “It is
great to have Mark join our team. He brings
a wealth of knowledge and his enthusiasm
will bring fresh energy to the sales force. With
Mark in our team, our customers will continue
to be supported and kept fully up to date
with the latest product information”.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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Pictured at the parchment presentation were John
Brennan and David McCormack from ORS, and Caroline
Spillane, Director General of Engineers Ireland.

Engineers Ireland
Excellence Awards
Entries are now being sought for the 2017
Engineers Ireland Excellence Awards, held in
association with ESB. These awards are presented
annually in recognition of the achievements of
engineers who have demonstrated exceptional
engineering skills through their work.
Categories open for entry include the ﬂagship
Engineering Project of the Year Award, sponsored
by Transport Infrastructure Ireland; the Geoscience
Ireland Award, sponsored by Geoscience Ireland;
the Local Authority Engineering Initiative Award;
the Technical Innovation Award; and special awards
in the ﬁelds of heritage and conservation, and
engineering education.
Nominations are also welcome for the
International Engineer of the Year Award.
Sponsored by ESB International, this award aims
to acknowledge the contribution of the Irish
engineering diaspora by recognising the excellent
work of Irish engineers around the world.
The deadline for entry to the 2017 awards is
12 noon on Monday, 11 September. A black-tie
ceremony to showcase, celebrate and announce the
winners will take place in Dublin on Friday,
10 November 2017.
See: http://www.engineersireland.ie/awards/
excellence-awards.aspx
8
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“The new ALPHA3
System can cut
heating bills by
almost 20%”

IT’S A FACT. PROPER BALANCING
MAKES A REAL DIFFERENCE. AND
NOW IT’S REALISTIC
Research shows that accurate hydraulic balancing
of heating systems typically saves 5-20% on
heating costs. That’s between €100 & €200 of fuel
per year for an average household.

FIND
OUT MO
RE

But traditionally it has often been too time
consuming to be realistic – if all the radiators get
hot, that’s been good enough.
Grundfos can help you change that, saving your
customers money on their bills whilst giving you a
fast, easy and chargeable service to offer.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017

Note: Grundfos ALPHA READER tool
supplied separately to pump

w
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.grundfos.ie
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HVAC & Refrigeration Show 2018
The HVAC & Refrigeration Show – the UK’s only dedicated exhibition for
refrigeration, air conditioning, ventilation, heating and heat pump sectors – will be held
at London’s ExCeL from 23-25 January 2018.
Along with the change of name and location, organiser Datateam Business Media has
implemented a new approach to attract a fresh audience of quality visitors, engage key
brands, and reach industry nationally and internationally.
The event will also look to the future of the industry with the series launch of the
national SkillFRIDGE competition, a 3-day series of live debates on key issues presented
by a panel of industry ﬁgures, a 3-day seminar programme with speakers from UK and
European Associations, and a number of networking events
to be hosted in the Business Hub.
See www.hvacrshow.com/

Training will transform building controls
The Building Controls Association (BCIA) believes the key to a sustainable future in the
building controls industry is to invest in young people and ﬁnd skilled role models for the
next generation.
To tackle the building performance challenge head-on, BCIA says that building controls
engineers must be fully trained to optimise buildings and correctly ascertain which controls
will be of most beneﬁt to deliver cost savings and enhance overall comfort. In the UK, technical
qualiﬁcations called T-levels will be introduced next year for 16 to19 year olds following a
sizeable investment from the British government.
Malcolm Anson, President of the BCIA says: “We can all play a signiﬁcant role in helping shape
the future of the building controls industry. Let’s unearth the next crop of controls engineers and
demonstrate our passion for the sector. We must inspire and educate to ensure a sustainable
future across the whole industry.”

C&F Quadrant training seminar
Training continues to be an
integral part of the growth of
the Glow-worm and Vaillant
brands at C&F Quadrant.
Regular training sessions
are held at the recently
refurbished training centre
hosted by external trainers
from Vaillant UK, along with
Conor Gaffey, Service &
Technical Manager at C&F
Quadrant. For upcoming
training contact Conor at
conorg@cfquadrant.ie or
Tel: 086 - 205 2806.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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Mentor a
DIT female
engineering
student
DIT has introduced a mentorship
programme for female engineering
students, pairing students with
successful women mentors from
two of the largest multinational
engineering companies in Ireland
– Arup and Schneider Electric.
The goal of the programme is to
provide female students with role
models who can offer guidance about
career opportunities in engineering,
provide support and tools for
navigating this male-dominated
industry, and entice more young
women into the ﬁeld.
“The gender gap in STEM,
especially in engineering, is always
too large and addressing this problem
will be a priority until it’s not. As a
DIT graduate, I am very much looking
forward to contributing to this
programme as a mentor”, said
Sanchir Egan, design engineer, Arup.
The structured mentoring
programme, which goes by the name
of ESTeEM (Equality in Science and
Technology by Engaged Engineering
Mentoring) consists of events
throughout the academic year
covering themes such as the
building blocks for a successful
career in engineering, the range
of jobs available, soft skills and
technical skills, and obstacles
facing engineers.
The programme will launch this
September and will be offered to ﬁrstyear female engineering students on
a select number of courses, including
the BE Engineering, the common
entry point for most undergraduate
engineering degrees at DIT.
10
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Castlewarden

BTU GOLF NEWS

Sponsor: Victualic. Sponsor Jim O’ Shea of Victaulic
provided the prizes on the day.
The BTU’s ﬁrst ever visit to Castlewarden proved a very popular choice
with the members, especially as the sun accompanied everyone around
the course which provided a good challenge to all levels of handicap.

Results
Overall winner: John White (17) 32pts.
Class 1 Winner: D Prendergast (7) 32pts; Second: C Lennon (13) 29pts.
Class 2 Winner: S Gillen (18) 37pts; Second: M. Bready (15) 32pts.
Class 3 Winner: T Fitzpatrick (25) 37pts; Second: V Broderick (20)
36pts.
Front 9: J Littleﬁeld (15) 17pts; Back 9: D Daly (24) 18pts.
Visitor: Fergus Hendrick (15) 39pts.

Captain’s Day at Clontarf
The BTU saw saw a large turnout for this year’s Captain’s Day at
Clontarf Golf Club with David Daly welcoming 40 members and guests
to the North Dublin venue. The weather remained pleasant throughout
the entire day with Seamus Kiernan bringing home the spoils with a
score of 38pts.
BSS sponsored the outing and were represented by Jason Warnock,
who provided a wonderful array of prizes beﬁtting the occasion. The two
main talking points on the day were the speed of the greens and the
many trees which adorn the course.

1

Results
Overall winner: S Kiernan (15) 38pts.
Class 1 Winner: M Kearney, 36pts; Second: D Ryan, 32pts.
Class 2 Winner: J Warren, 35pts; Second: M Kelly, 34pts.
Class 3 Winner: S Gillen, 30pts; Second: V Broderick 30pts.
Front 9: D Daly, 17pts; Back 9: M Mathew, 19pts.
Past Captain’s: S Kiernan, 38pts.

2

4
1. Castlewarden: Overall winner John White with BTU Captain
David Daly.
2: Castlewarden: Front 9 winner John Littleﬁeld with BTU
Captain David Daly.
3: Clontarf: BTU Captain David Daly with overall winner
Shay Kiernan.
4: Clontarf: Jason Warnock, BSS (Ireland) with Joe Warren,
Winner Class 2 and BTU Captain David Daly.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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www.baxipottertonmyson.ie www.myson.co.uk

NEW PLAN Compact and
PLAN Compact Plus

Part of Rettig ICC Europe’s leading manufacturer of heat emitters.

heating throughinnovation.

The PLAN Compact Plus model has
all the style and performance of the
PLAN Compact, and comes with a
decorative front panel, for even
more style.

Potterton Myson (Irl) Limited
Tel: 01 – 459 0870
email: sales@potterton-myson.ie

With a sleek, contemporary appearance they make a stylish
alternative to our leading panel range, whilst maintaining the
same great quality.

PANEL RADIATORS WITH A DIFFERENCE

The PLAN Compact comes with side
panels and a top grille for a compact
appearance, and its attractive glossy
finish make it stand out against more
traditional panel radiators - great
looks with great performance.

MYSON
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Up to a million Irish homes
need a ‘deep retroﬁt’ to
boost energy efﬁciency
The existing housing stock in Ireland continues to pose
one of our greatest energy efﬁciency challenges, with
a considerable portion of the current building stock
performing poorly when compared with buildings built to
current standards. As many as one million homes built in
the last century are considered to be signiﬁcantly energy
inefﬁcient, resulting in higher energy bills and, in some
cases, poorer health and wellbeing for homeowners.
To tackle this challenge and to
support the learning process, SEAI
has unveiled the Deep Retroﬁt Pilot
Programme, with support funding from
the Department of Communications,
Climate Action and the Environment.
This new multi-annual pilot
programme – with an initial budget
of F5 million in 2017 – will focus
initially on the residential market and
reﬂects both the depth and scale of the
challenge which will require a broad
multi-disciplinary approach. The pilot
is the ﬁrst of SEAI’s multi-annual pilots

which will investigate the challenges and
opportunities that deep retroﬁt presents
to the pre-2006 domestic housing stock.
The learning from these pilots will inform
SEAI’s approach and support towards
the large-scale deep retroﬁt of buildings
in Ireland.
Funding will be provided to projects
that demonstrate an integrated,
comprehensive strategy for signiﬁcantly
improving home energy performance.
Conor Hanniffy is the Programme
Manager for the scheme. With a
background in mechanical engineering,

With a target market of one million
homes, the pilot scheme will target
building archetypes which are
representative of building stock

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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Conor Hanniffy, SEAI Deep Retroﬁt
Scheme Programme Manager.

Conor has over 18 years programme
management experience in private and
public sectors. He previously managed
SEAI’s Accelerated Capital Allowance
Programme for energy efﬁcient
equipment, and the Building Energy
Rating (BER) Programme.
To support the early development of
the Deep Retroﬁt Pilot Programme, SEAI
has published both a deﬁnition, and the
guiding principles, behind the concept to
assist in providing a clear market target.
Guidance underpinning high-quality
delivery of deep retroﬁt pilot projects
will include Standard Recommendations
54 (SR 54).

What is deep retroﬁt?
Deep retroﬁt is the signiﬁcant upgrade
of a building toward nearly zero energy
requirements where it is practically
feasible and achievable. SEAI has
also proovided the following guiding
principles to support this deﬁnition:
• Minimum A3 Building Energy Rating
(A3) requirement with a minimum of
150kWh/m2/yr uplift in the BER
energy value;
• Whole-house solution focused on a
fabric ﬁrst approach;
• Deployment of renewables transition
away from fossil fuels. The pilot
14
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scheme will only support renewable
energy sources as a method for
heating and electricity generation.

Who is scheme aimed at?
With a target market of one million
homes, the pilot scheme will target
building archetypes which are
representative of building stock. SEAI
invites projects to be delivered via
community groups, local authorities,
energy agencies and private-sector
deep retroﬁt service providers who can
provide end-to-end project delivery.

How are the projects
funded?
SEAI will provide up to 50% funding
of the total capital costs and project
management costs (including design
fees). For voluntary housing association
homes, and the homes of those that are
in energy poverty (deﬁned as meeting
the Warmer Homes eligibility criteria),
SEAI will provide a much higher rate of
funding, up to 95%. This is only available

Call to action!
SEAI is looking for pilot projects! Pilot projects are likely to require a range of
expertise in building fabric, ventilation and renewable energy systems. This
expertise, together with end-to-end customer engagement and project design
and management, will be important in the delivery of high-quality deep
retroﬁt pilot projects.
Pilot projects may require market collaboration, informing of approach
and building capacity towards providing pilot projects.
If you have suitable pilot projects, e contact SEAI at Tel: 1850 376 666 or
by email: info@seai.ie
as part of a wider project that includes a
mix of non-energy poverty homes (75%)
with the energy poverty component
subvention applied to 25% of the total
number of homes in each project.
The pilot provides an opportunity to
show how the deep retroﬁt of dwellings
can be achieved using a “fabric upgrade
ﬁrst” approach (insulation, windows
and doors) coupled with renewable
energy technologies. It will also provide
an opportunity to demonstrate the

Denis Naughten, TD, Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment with
Jim Gannon, Chief Executive, SEAI and Ms Victoria Burrows, Project Manager, World Green
Building Council.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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importance of ventilation systems for
ensuring sufﬁcient indoor air quality
where the building’s airtightness has
been improved.
SEAI will also provide a signiﬁcant
contribution to a mandatory pre-works
and post-works BER to demonstrate
the upgrade, and an air-pressure test
package to maximise the impact of
energy efﬁciency works.

Toward zero deep retroﬁt
conference
SEAI recently hosted its inaugural deep
retroﬁt conference which brought
together over 200 key stakeholders. This
included policy-makers, state bodies,
researchers, project managers, property
owners and landlords, technology
providers, ﬁnanciers and contractors.
This event will act as an annual review
and information sharing platform as to
best practice and innovation, research
ﬁndings and delivery of deep retroﬁt in
Ireland across all demographic areas,
technologies and building types
A broad range of international and
national speakers shared insights
and experience from the following
perspectives:
• Vision and policy;
• Behavioural insights;
• Building capacity;
• Leveraging the opportunity.
All presentations and the recorded
webcast are available at
http://www.seai.ie/Grants/Deep-RetroﬁtProgramme/ Q
16
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Heat Pumps, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration

REVISION TO EN 378
NOW IN FORCE
What you need to know …
EN 378 is a safety and environmental standard for
refrigeration systems and heat pumps. The ﬁrst edition
was published in the year 2000, and there was a major
revision in 2008. Since then the Standard has been
under review and the latest revision, EN378:2016, has
just replaced the previous 2008 version which is now
withdrawn. The Standard is published by CEN, the
European Committee for Standards.
The Institute of Refrigeration
Ireland (IRI) sits on the EN 378
Technical Committee and the
Working Group, and both continue
to meet two or three times per year
to address outstanding queries and
ongoing developments relating to
the Standard. The next meeting is
scheduled to take place in Aachen
in November 2017.
Familiarity with EN 378:2016 is
crucial for companies who design,
construct, install, commission,
operate, maintain or use
vapour compression systems for
refrigeration, air-conditioning,
heat pumps and chillers.
The Standard is published in four
parts and, thanks to IRI’s active
participation in the Working Group
and its engagement with the
National Standards Authority of
Ireland (NSAI), it has secured a very
signiﬁcant discounted price of
F155 for IRI members for the full
set of four parts. As far as IRI is
aware, this is the lowest price for
the Standard in any EU member
state, even with the IRI membership
fee included!
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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It is worth noting that Part 2
(and the introduction, terms and
deﬁnitions of Part 1) of EN 378
are harmonised with the Pressure
Equipment Directive and the
Machinery Directive.
In fact, one of the drivers for
the revision was to better align EN
378 with the Pressure Equipment
Directive which has itself also
been revised.
Members wishing to purchase
a copy of the four parts of the
EN 378:2016 Standard should
contact the NSAI directly. Simply
send an email with your name and
IRI membership number to info@
standards.ie and quote “special IRI
members’ discount for IS EN 378
Parts 1 to 4: 2016”. Alternatively
call NSAI at 01- 857 6730. Q

JOIN THE IRI
If you are not a member of the
IRI and wish to avail of the offer
then contact the Institute of
Refrigeration Ireland.
You can join by calling 0402
23586, or by emailing info@
instituteofrefrigerationireland.ie

Discounted offer for full four-part set
Refrigerating systems and heat pumps – Safety and environmental requirements:

pdf

Part
1 Basic requirements,
deﬁnitions,
and selection criteria
€73.95
Refrigerating
systems and heat
pumps –classiﬁcation
Safety and environmental
requirements
:

Hard Copy

Part 2 Design, construction, installing, testing, marking and documentation €86.27

€89.79

Part 3 Installation site and personal protection

€29.05

€30.81

Part 4 Operation, maintenance, repair and recovery

€41.40

€44.01

Parts 1- 4

IRI Members

€76.59

€230.67 €241.20

€155.20

Cost of the EN 378:2016 Standard to IRI members
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Heat? … you won’t
even hear it!
Despite being one of the most
economic, efﬁcient and ecoconscious heat pumps on the
market, the new Ecodan range
of dedicated domestic units
is also by far the quietest on the
marketplace. Ultra quiet thanks to the
optimised fan position, larger fan diameter and
patented double compressor enclosure, it has
a noise rating of 10 dB(A) less than current
models.
Both energy-saving and
safe for the environment, the
Mitsubishi Electric ecodan is a
highly-efﬁcient heat pump system
that is equipped with advanced
inverter control. Meticulous
temperature control assures
comfortable heating, and its
space-saving “all-in-one” indoor
unit is easy to install. These
energy-saving, high comfort and
simple installation characteristics
have placed the ecodan heating
system centre stage with
speciﬁers, installers and enduser alike.

Improved Heating
Performance
Mitsubishi Electric’s unique
“Flash Injection” circuit achieves
remarkably high heating
performance. This technology
has resulted in an excellent
heating capacity rating in outdoor
temperatures as low as -15°C,
with the guaranteed heating
operation range of the heating
mode has been extended to -28°C.
The compressor is subjected to
a heavy load when compressing
liquid refrigerant, and the result is
lower operation efﬁciency.

Features and beneﬁts
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Energy Rated A++;
Part L compliant;
Up to 12kW output in a single fan unit;
Modern stylish design;
Up to 4% SCOP improvement;
Reduced space requirement in front of unit (only 350mm required);
Dedicated soft rubber mount for the compressor to avoid vibration;
Optimised piping structure to avoid vibration and resonance
Ultra quiet;
Maintains high heat output at low ambient temperatures;
Optimised fan position and bell mouth shape.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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The new dedicated domestic ecodan
range incorporates pioneering features
and beneﬁts that deliver the ultimate
combination of high performance, maximum
energy efﬁciency, and compliance with
all current and projected regulations and
standards.

The addition of HIC supports
refrigerant heat exchange at two
different pressure levels. The heatexchange process transforms the
injected liquid refrigerant into a
gas liquid state, decreasing the
load on the compressor during the
compression process.
Refrigerant passes from the
HIC into the compressor through
the injection port. Having two
refrigerant inlets makes it possible
to raise the volume of refrigerant
being circulated when the outdoor
temperature is low and at the
start of heating operation.
This new dedicated domestic
ecodan range incorporates
pioneering features and beneﬁts
that deliver the ultimate
combination of high performance,
maximum energy efﬁciency,
and compliance with all current
and projected regulations and
standards.
Contact: David McConnell,
Heating Products Manager,
Mitsubishi Electric Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 419 8800;
email: sales.info@meir.mee.com Q
20
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ULTIMATE COMFORT | ULTIMATE EFFICIENCY

Multi V 5 LG’s latest Va
Variable Refrigerant Flow system is equipped with a host of technological
advancements. These include ‘Dual Sensing Control’ which monitors both temperature and humidity
levels. LG’s own designed and manufactured 5th generation Ultimate Inverter Compressor and
Biomimetic fans offering Larger System Capacity. New 4 sided coil with YgierLpegoŃr coating and
with mqtvszihwiewsrepijŃgmirgies. Making Multi V 5 the ultimate climate control and comfort solution.

This product
Fluorinated Greenhouse
Gases2017
(R410A)
Published
by contains
ARROW@TU
Dublin,

www.lg.com/uk/business
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LG VRF pushes
the boundaries
Multi V 5, LG Electronics’
recently-launched variable refrigerant
ﬂow (VRF) solution, is equipped with
a host of technological advancements
that push out the boundaries and set
new benchmarks within the sector. Brief
details of many of these new features,
and their respective beneﬁts, are
as follows.

LG’s Multi V 5 VRF solution incorporates
a host of technological advancements
that set new industry standards.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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Dual Sensing Control
Dual Sensing Control is a new advanced
system concept that reduces operating
costs and optimises comfort conditions.
The Multi V 5 system reacts to load
requirements by monitoring both
temperature and humidity levels. Using
Smart Load Control (SLC), the system
operating conditions are regulated in
reaction to both latent and sensible heat
loads, rather than a traditional sensible
load only, increasing energy efﬁciency by
up to 31% compared to non-SLC models.
The Multi V 5 Dual Sensing Control
offers users a selectable Comfort
Cooling option. This maintains supply
air temperatures around the desired
room set point, reducing on/off cycling,
eliminating draughts and delivering
maximum user comfort.
The Multi V 5 Dual Sensing Control,
coupled with its Comfort Cooling option,
provides a comprehensive automated
solution reacting to multiple climatic
conditions and achieving optimal energy
efﬁciency with maximum comfort levels.
Ultimate inverter compressor
LG’s own 5th generation compressor
offers a host of unique LG technological
developments, including a High Sided
Shell (HSS), High Pressure Oil Return
(HIPOR) and a new Polyetheretheketone
(PEEK) bearing that allows an all-inverter,
system compressor to operate between
10Hz – 165Hz, increasing partial
efﬁciencies, extending capacity,
and increasing reliability.
Smart oil management utilises a
sensor placed in each compressor to
monitor oil levels in real time, allowing
corrective action when required,
improving life cycle expectancies, and
extending heating periods by eliminating
unnecessary oil return, coupled with
the added ability to balance oil levels
between compressors.

Large capacity ODU
A biomimetic fan has recenty been
developed and incorporated with a
4-sided heat exchanger and improved
compressor performance. Multi V 5’s
efﬁciency and capacity has therefore
been enhanced to a position where it is
now able to provide 26HP (72.8kW) from
a single outdoor unit.
Ocean Black Fin
Equipped with LG’s exclusive Ocean
Black Fin anti-corrosion coating, the
Multi V 5’s 4-sided heat exchanger
is protected to reduce the effects of
corrosion normally found in coastal and
industrial environments.
Improved Heating Performance
A split heat exchanger, humidity sensor
regulation and real time oil level
monitoring all work together to give
Multi V 5 improved heating performance
through delayed defrosting. Alongside
the advanced Dual Sensing Control
system, vapour injection technologies
guarantee heating performance at
-25°C, maintaining 100% heating
capacity at -7°C.
Solution to a varied application
With an ever-increasing demand for
VRF, LG’s Multi V range has always
offered a common outdoor unit model
with the possibility to attach fan coils,
air handling units, water production,
heat recovery ventilation and an array
of control integrations, where the sole
distinguishing factor of selection is
whether the system is a heat pump or
heat recovery design.
With the introduction of Multi V 5,
LG has made this outdoor unit selection
even easier with a common chassis, not
only across indoor applications, but also
between heat pump and heat recovery
systems. This means that a change to
system application, once tenants have
moved into the building, has never
been easier.
LG’s new ﬂagship air conditioning
VRF system, Multi V 5, is available now.
For further details email:
HVAC.marketing@lge.com Q
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To ﬁnd out more call Hitachi on 020 3901 0912 or +353 (87) 914 9703
hitachiheating.com
@hitachiheating

yutaki-scombi
exceptional performance
you can trust

With its world-renowned reputation for reliability, Hitachi’s
air to water heat pumps deliver exceptional performance for
heating and domestic hot water.
Yutaki-SCombi is a fully integrated renewable energy solution
with MCS approval, an ErP rating of A++ and one of the
best COPs on the market. Supplied pre-plumbed,
pre-wired and with all major components
factory ﬁtted, it’s engineered to save
you valuable time and energy too.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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Free
Hitachi
air source
heat pump
product
training
Since the introduction
of its heat pump
product training course
in late 2015, Hitachi’s
specialist heating team
has welcomed over
700 installers into its
Aircademy Training
Centre in Maidenhead
to get “hands on” with
the full range of Yutaki
heat pump products
and controllers.

Interior section of Hitachi’s purpose-designed heat pump Aircademy Training Centre.

Led by Andy Henson, Hitachi Heating’s
Technical Engineer & Training
Manager, the course was initially run
over two consecutive days covering
design, installation and electrical
considerations, as well as the monobloc
and splits products. Following feedback
from both distributors and installers,
the content has now been packed into
an intensive one-day course to

Focused group of participants during a recent Hitachi Yutaki air source heat pump
training course.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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make it easier for busy contractors to
ﬁt training into their work schedules.
“Since the start of 2017 we have
welcomed more than 250 heating
engineers to our Yutaki product
training and we’re continuing to run
the programme across the summer,”
said Andy Henson.
“We’re also training a number of
installers from Ireland, courtesy of our
valued distributors in many parts of
the country. Getting heating engineers
excited about the opportunities
presented by air source heat pumps
is great for both manufacturers and
distributors, and will help get the
message out to the domestic market
about the many beneﬁts of installing
renewables,” said Paul McGettigan,
Area Sales Manager, Ireland.
The new intensive one-day course
runs weekly in Maidenhead (and by
request in Dublin) and is usually priced
at F95 + VAT per delegate but, for a
limited time only, Hitachi is providing its
Yutaki heat pump training completely
free of charge to suitably-qualiﬁed
installers. Refreshments, lunch and all
course materials are provided.
To ﬁnd out more about Hitachi’s
air source heat pump product training,
contact: Paul McGettigan, Area Sales
Manager Ireland, Hitachi.
Tel: 087 – 914 9703;
email: paul.mcgettigan@jci-hitachi.com.
Alternatively, contact
aircon.training@jci-hitachi.com. Q
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Altherma 3 conﬁrms Top
100 Global Innovator
Award status
Daikin Industries Ltd has been named among the Top
100 Global Innovators for 2016 by Clarivate Analytics,
the former Intellectual Property & Science business of
Thomson Reuters. The award is given to companies that
are considered top innovators based on an objective and
scientiﬁc analysis of global patent information, and this is
the fourth time that Daikin has been included in the list.
Daikin´s focus on innovative ideas
and leading technologies is personiﬁed
by the imminent introduction of the new
Altherma 3 space heating and domestic
hot water system which will be made
available this coming Autumn. It will
include a range of sizes with a choice of
4kW, 6kW and 8kW models.
Delivering temperatures of up to a
65ºC at high efﬁciency, the new system
is suitable for both underﬂoor heating
and radiators, and retains its pedigree
trademark in frost protection down to
-25ºC, ensuring reliable operation even in
the coldest climates. In order to cover all
applications and installation possibilities,
Daikin Altherma 3 is available in three
types of outdoor unit, and with or
without a domestic hot water tank
integrated into the unit itself.

Equipped with Bluevolution
technology, Altherma 3 can deliver
water temperatures up to 65ºC at a
very high efﬁciency, making the system
suitable for both underﬂoor heating and
radiators. This technology also allows
highly-efﬁcient compressors to be used
with the eco-friendlier, EU-approved
refrigerant, R-32.
The improved efﬁciencies offered
by Daikin Altherma 3 deliver high
performance with the lowest running
costs. With its A+++ rating, the range
achieves a heating efﬁciency of 5.4 COP
at 7ºC/35ºC and a hot water rating of
3.3 COP (EN16147).
The system offers several hot water
and heating options. Installing an
Altherma 3 with a standard domestic
hot water tank makes the unit far

The new Altherma 3 space heating and domestic hot water system includes a range of sizes with
a choice of 4kW, 6kW or 8kW models.
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more compact, taking up less room.
Alternatively, installing the unit with
a thermal store system allows the
combination of a wider range of energy,
when combined with thermal panels.
This allows the continual delivery of fresh
water hot water on demand,
very economically.
The Daikin Altherma 3 range is
designed intuitively with both the
installer and user in mind. Delivered
ready to work, all indoor units include
key hydraulic elements that are already
factory-mounted. The new fully-integrated
design means all servicing can be done
from the front by removing the front
panel. All piping can be accessed at the
top of the unit.
The outdoor unit is tested and
charged with refrigerant, further
reducing installation time. Conﬁguration
is simple using the conﬁguration wizard
on the controller. The wizard allows
installers to commission the unit in a
few steps and be up and running in
just hours. Conﬁguration can take
place remotely to be uploaded on the
day of installation.
The combined effect of the Daikin
Altherma weather-dependent set-point
controls and its inverter compressors
maximises the efﬁciency of the new
Daikin Altherma 3 at each outdoor
temperature, assuring consistent room
temperatures at all times. The system
is supplied with a selection of nine
pre-programmed settings which can be
adjusted on a daily basis. Alternatively,
settings can be controlled remotely
via the Daikin Online Controller
smartphone app, or an A+++ energyefﬁcient online controller.
The Daikin Altherma 3 system can
also be fully integrated with other home
control systems e.g. IFTTT, and apps for
maximum efﬁciency and convenience.
Contact: John O’Shaughnessy,
Heating Sales Manager,
Daikin Europe NV-Republic of Ireland.
Tel: 086 – 796 8649;
email: oshaughnessy.j@daikin.ie;
www.daikin.ie Q
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NIBE Part L compliance
game-changer for
apartments
NIBE from Sweden has been a pioneer in heat pump
development for over 40 years and with Unipipe, its
Irish supply partner, has supplied literally thousands
of units throughout Ireland over the last two decades.
However, Unipipe has now introduced an industry
ground-breaker in the form of the new high output
NIBE F730 exhaust air heat pump (EAHP).
Apart from delivering the
perfect indoor environment, exhaustair heat pumps contribute the
necessary renewable energy for Part L
compliance, especially where modern
apartment blocks or smaller homes
are concerned. They provide an all-inone solution delivering heat recovery,
ventilation, heating and hot water in a
an appliance-like
product, with no
outdoor unit.

The NIBE F730 is
the complete heat
pump providing
heating, hot
water, ventilation
and heat recovery.
Inset: The
consumer control
interface.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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Footprint is just 600 x 600 and the
unit also contains pump, safety
valves, expansion vessel, weather
compensated heat production for
ﬂoor heating, radiators or even a
mixture of both.
The consumer interface, like all
NIBE units, is a smart-phone type
colour screen display and all units are
capable of internet connection for
monitoring and operation.
Beneﬁts for apartments
A major beneﬁt for apartment use of
course is the fact that there are no
outside parts. The use of EAHP not
only negates the signiﬁcant additional
expense of centralised or district
heating, but also gives much higher
efﬁciencies and lower running costs
as there are no heat losses from
remote heating plant, risers, etc.
Another problem solved is that there
is no requirement for separate billing
and collection of fees for the heating
as everyone already has an electricity

CPD presentations
To arrange a CPD presentation on
the NIBE F730 exhaust air heat
pump range – or any other NIBE
products – contact Unipipe at
Tel: 01 – 286 4888;
email: info@unipipe.ie

meter. Additional car parking or even
building space is also released where
the central heating plant would have
to be placed.
While relatively new to Ireland,
exhaust air heat pumps are well
established with NIBE’s ﬁrst units
coming to the market over 40 years
ago. The NIBE F730 is the most
advanced incarnation of the concept
and was developed from tightening of
the Swedish building regulations.
The F730 exhaust air concept is
basically a hybrid energy recycling
system with extra energy extraction
from imported outside air to add to the
output from warm waste inside air as it
leaves the home.
Air is drawn through ducts to the
heat pump from the bathrooms,
utility and kitchen areas. When
the compressor in the heat pump
is running, additional air is also
mixed in from outside if necessary.
The cold waste air is discharged to
outside through another duct, and
condensation to a drain.
Apart from EAHP, ground source
heat pumps and air to water units also
have a role to play in the marketplace.
Here again Unipipe has an extensive
range of NIBE models – designed to
cater for both market segments – that
deliver substantial savings on running
costs and reduce CO2 emissions, while
also providing the perfect indoor
environment. Q

NIBE Uplink
With NIBE Uplink the home owner can get a quick overview and real-time status
of the heat pump system, and monitor and control the heating and domestic
hot water remotely. An alert is issued via email in the event of any variation/
malfunction, while the installer/service engineer can also access the system for
trouble-shooting and maintenance.
26
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Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries Q-ton ticks all
the boxes for hotels
The Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Q-ton air-to-water heat pump boasts
high efﬁciency and low carbon emissions. It generates hot water at up to
90°C without the requirement for an electric immersion heater, while its
monobloc unit with CO2 refrigerant has zero ozone depletion potential
(Zero ODP) and a global warming potential (GWP) of 1.0, the lowest
achievable. With an industry-leading CoP (Coefﬁcient of Performance)
of 4.3, it is the ideal system for serving hot water requirements in
commercial buildings. Q-ton is suitable for any application that requires
sanitary hot water in excess of 5,000L per day and typical applications
include hotels, hospitals, restaurants, care homes, laundries, ﬁtness
centres, universities, etc.

Q-ton offers exceptional energy
savings and CO2 emission reductions
for hotels, typical applications being the
406-bed Lancaster Hall Hotel and 282-bed
Sunrise Beach Hotel.
In order to make sure the Lancaster Hall
Hotel can accommodate sanitary hot water
efﬁciently for all of its guests, Mitsubishi

Heavy Industries Air Conditioning Europe,
Ltd. (MHIAE) connected two Q-ton units to
two 2,000lt hot water storage tanks. The
hotel consists of two separate boiler rooms
with completely segregated hot water
and heating systems utilising ﬁve boilers
running at different pressures.
Now that the system is fully operational

Thanks to Q-ton, the Sunrise Beach Hotel is saving 50% on running costs and is producing
55% less carbon emissions.
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The Q-ton installation at the Lancaster
Hotel is delivering 12,000 litres of
domestic hot water per day.

and delivering 12,000 litres per day of
domestic hot water at 65°C, the hotel
is achieving up to 40% running cost
reductions compared to the existing
boiler set-up, and 45% savings on
carbon emissions.
The Sunrise Beach Hotel is also
beneﬁtting from considerable energy
savings and CO2 emission reductions. To
accommodate the continuous and efﬁcient
production of sanitary hot water MHIAE
worked closely with the system designer
and installer and connected two Q-ton
units, in series, to two 4,000-litre hot
water storage tanks.
There is also a 4000lt cylinder preheated by a chiller heat recovery system,
and another 4000lt cylinder heated by the
boiler. Now in full operation, the Q-ton
heat pumps are currently supplying 25,000
litres of sanitary hot water a day at 70ºC,
and 10,000 litres from the boilers.
It is possible to recover heat from the
chillers (June, July, August and September)
and, during that period, the use of the
existing boiler is minimsed. The hotel is
now saving up to 50% compared to its
previous running costs with the existing
boiler, and 55% on carbon emissions.
These two examples provide
evidence-based data and proof-positive
conﬁrmation of the exceptional energy
savings and CO2 emission reductions
Q-ton delivers for hotel applications.
For more information contact
Michael Clancy (087 – 262 0701) or
Graham McCann (087 – 950 9402),
Diamond Air Conditioning.
Tel: 01 – 636 3131; email: info@
diamondair.ie; www.diamondair.ie Q
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Our products …

www.coreac.com
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… speak for
themselves
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(for everything else, speak to our staff)
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Introducing the boiler that opens more doors:
The new ecoFIT pure.
ecoFIT pure

Ultra-quiet operation (Quiet Markapproved), small footprint and total
ﬂexibility of siting (with top and rear
ﬂue options) mean that the ecoFIT
pure range is perfect for all
customer needs.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1

C&F DPS June 2017.indd 2

The automatic purging assistance and high-spec
aluminium heat exchanger makes for a lightweight
installation. High quality and high efﬁciency,
together with the complete availability of spare
parts and the easy accessibility of the unit layout
mean the ecoFIT pure is also easy to maintain.
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The new ecoFIT pure.
Beneﬁts at a glance
Q Top and rear ﬂue options on
all boiler models
Allows ﬂexible siting options and
installs in various property types
Q Wide product range
Complete range of outputs, making
the ecoFIT pure a suitable boiler for
most situations
Q Compact, cupboard ﬁt solution
Small boiler footprint, offering
ﬂexibility of siting, including a
cupboard-ﬁt
Q Easy installation and maintenance
Accessible layout that allows all
components to be replaced from
the boiler front. Additional space is
possible with removable side panels
Q Recognisable Vaillant fault codes
Making it easy to diagnose faults
Q High-speciﬁcation aluminium
heat exchanger
Designed to last longer, maintain
easily, and reduce energy bills

Q Clear LED display
Offers visibility in dimly lit areas for
easier installation and use
Q High-quality components
Offering peace of mind for the
lifetime of the product
Q Industry-leading ﬂue lengths
10m ﬂue length across all ecoFIT
pure boiler outputs
Q 4-sided cooling and water
agitation of the heat exchanger
Reducing stress on the heat
exchanger for longer life reliability
and reduced maintenance costs
Q Compatible with Vaillant’s
intelligent range of controls
For the most convenient and
energy efﬁcient system, saving on
energy bills
Q 7 year warranty
When supplied through C&F
Quadrant and partners.

www.cfquadrant.ie
Take Control
The ecoFIT pure boilers are compatible
with Vaillant’s complete range of
intelligent controls.
From the simplicity of our analogue
heating controls to wireless
thermostats, you’re sure to ﬁnd a
control that’s a smart choice for
every installation.

timeSWITCH 150

timeSWITCH 160

Easy to use analogue,
plug-in heating control

Digital plug-in
thermostat

Article number: 0020116882

Article number: 0020124498

VRT 350

VRC 700

Enhanced load compensating
programmable room thermostat

Wireless programmable
room thermostat

Article number: 0020124475

Article number: 0020236291

Thinking ahead …
There’s smart,
then there’s vSMART

TM

When a vSMARTTM control is added, the ecoFIT pure
will achieve an A+ ErP rating, making it welcome in any
switched-on, energy-conscious home. It’s convenient,
energy efﬁcient, and saves on energy bills.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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Unitherm Heating Systems is renowned for
providing high quality fully integrated heating
system solutions for domestic and commercial
applications for over 10 years. Representing
many top European manufacturers, Unitherm has
always been at the forefront, introducing
innovative products and systems to the market.
Initially established to design and supply
underfloor heating systems, Unitherm quickly
recognised the need to integrate low-temperature
systems such as underfloor heating, aluminium
radiators, fan coils etc with renewable energy
sources. Every Unitherm system solution, both
commercial and residential, is individually
designed by a team of specialist and highly
skilled design engineers. All systems are supplied
with supporting project-specific mechanical and
electrical schematics. Unitherm can also provide
design and inspection ancillary certification for
every project undertaken. Systems can include
underfloor heating, air-to-water heat pumps,
aluminium low-temperature radiators, multienergy cylinders, district heating etc.
“Good system design, integration and control is
absolutely crucial to the efficient and costeffective running of a heating system”, says
Unitherm’s Declan Kissane. “Hence our biggest
asset is a combination of quality products, trained
installers and commissioning by our own inhouse engineers. Indeed, a substantial amount of
our business comes by way of recommendation
from satisfied customers”.
Some of the products included in a Unitherm
system are Daikin Altherma air-to-water heat
pumps, Sira Emerald aluminium radiators, and
Profi-air® heat recovery systems from Frankiscke
in Germany.

Engineered
Underfloor heating
Underfloor heating is long established in the Irish marketplace and
Unitherm has an enviable reputation for providing innovative system
solutions and top-quality products. Coupled with on-site technical
support for the installer and detailed schematics, Unitherm ensures
every system designed and supplied by the company is installed to
the highest quality. Commissioning is offered on all commercial and
domestic systems by its own in-house engineers.

Sira aluminium radiators
Unitherm represents leading Italian manufacturer Sira Group and can
supply its full range of aluminium radiators. Designed to run at low
temperature (45°C), these low water content units deliver faster
heat up times than
traditional steel panel
radiators.
Other benefits and
features include
excellent heat
conductivity; 30% higher
output than steel
radiators; better
resistance to corrosion;
suitable for low and
high-temperature
systems; 15-year
manufacturers’
warranty.

9 City East Business Park, Ballybrit, Co Galway
Tel: 091-380 038 Fax: 091-380 039
Peamount Business Centre, Newcastle, Co Dublin
Tel: 01-610 9153 Fax: 01-621
2939ÊEmail: info@unitherm Ã.i
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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heating solutions
Daikin Altherma air-to-water heat pump
Daikin has a worldwide reputation for quality and innovative
technology with over 50 years experience in the design and
manufacture of heat pump solutions. It is the leading supplier
of heating, cooling, ventilation and refrigeration solutions for
commercial, residential and industrial applications, and also offers
a comprehensive choice of domestic heating and renewable
energy products.
The Daikin Alterma is a total heating and domestic hot water system
based on air-to-water heat pump technology that represents a flexible
and cost-effective alternative to a fossil fuel boiler. The inherent
energy-efficiency characteristics make it an ideal solution for reduced
energy consumption and low CO2 emissions. Its high and low
temperature heating systems also delivers optimal comfort.
Daikin Altherma energy-efficient heat pumps, with advanced
compressor technology, transform unused and inexhaustible heat
from the surrounding air into usable heat. There is a comprehensive
range of heat pumps available including Monobloc 5kW to 16kW units, Split units 4kW to 16kW, and High-temperature 11kW to 16kW units.
There is also a range of integrated system solutions including solar technology.
Unitherm, in conjunction with Daikin, provides training for installers on the mechanical installation and wiring of heat pump systems.
Project-specific drawings for every installation are also provided, including underfloor heating layout drawings, first and second fix wiring,
and complete mechanical schematics. Unitherm’s commissioning engineer will commission every heat pump system once installation
is complete to ensure every system is properly installed.

Profi-air heat recovery systems
Nowadays homes and other buildings are being built or renovated to be
more airtight. This leads to the desired effect of improving energy efficiency
but also to a lack of natural air exchange between indoors and outdoors.
Controlled home ventilation is now commonly incorporated into new buildings.
This ensures a constant supply of fresh air and removes odors, moisture
and CO2.
Profi-air, from German manufacturer Frankische, is an ideal, reliable, flexible
and hygienic air distribution system offered by Unitherm. Profi-air pipes are
manufactured with an anti-static and anti-bacterial coating agent making them
absolutely sterile, hygienic and safe. The heat recovery systems devised by
Unitherm are individually designed by its in-house engineers to meet the
exact requirements of each application.

Cost-effective and energy
efficient products ZZZXQLWKHUPKVLH
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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The low-down
on low-proﬁle
underﬂoor
heating systems
Kelly Butler (right), author of
this article, is Deputy CEO and
Marketing Director of BEAMA, the
manufacturing trade association for the
electrotechnical and H&V sectors. He
has a background in energy, and since
joining BEAMA in 2004 has engaged
with the UK Government to develop
modern policies to encourage the
use of domestic heat pumps, electric
heating, ventilation and hot water
products in low-energy housing. BEAMA Underﬂoor Heating is the
association representing manufacturers and allied disciplines in
the underﬂoor heating industry.

Low-proﬁle and lightweight underﬂoor systems, some only 18mm in depth, provide a
range of alternative options, with some capable of being ﬁtted in a day.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1

Underfloorheating intro P.indd 2

Discussions within the industry
suggest that homeowners need no convincing
of the merits of underﬂoor heating as it
continues its increase in popularity, achieving
steady sales growth year on year year.
Underﬂoor heating delivers 10%/15%
greater efﬁciency from a boiler-driven system,
and is complementary to low-temperature
systems (e.g. heat pumps). Add this to evenlydistributed temperatures, controlled room by
room, and you have something very attractive
to customers.
There is a misconception that, for a property
to beneﬁt from warm water underﬂoor
heating, it must be installed at build stage, or
follow expensive and disruptive excavation.
Now, however, thanks to new materials, new
technology and greater knowledge, low-proﬁle
and lightweight systems have been developed
that are simple to install, while still providing
excellent, efﬁcient heating.
Modern low-proﬁle systems do not normally
incorporate conventional insulation or screed,
resulting in a product with a much greater
ﬁeld of application, i.e. in existing properties.
Without a sound understanding of the modern
systems on the market today, and the beneﬁts
they provide, those considering integrating
underﬂoor heating within a property may
wrongly assume that their project is not
compatible with the technology, or is simply
too much work.
Low-proﬁle and lightweight underﬂoor
systems, some only 18mm in depth, provide
a range of alternative options, with some
capable of being ﬁtted in a day. Operating at
a lower temperature, typically in the region of
50% compared to radiators that operate at
70%, water-based underﬂoor heating produces
a radiant heat, rather than convected,
providing an evenly-distributed ambient
temperature throughout the room rather than
“hot spots” and cooler areas. Couple this
comfort beneﬁt with lower energy bills and
you see why customer demand for underﬂoor
heating is growing.
The system also lends itself to a “mix
and match” approach. Underﬂoor heating
does not need to be installed in all rooms
of a building, and screeded systems can be
installed alongside low-proﬁle and radiators,
giving total design freedom to the installer,
and project manager.
With many different systems available on
the market, it is important the correct one
is speciﬁed for each project. Installers and
speciﬁers should assess the space the system
will be installed in, the required performance
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Thanks to new
materials, new
technology
and greater
knowledge,
low-proﬁle and
lightweight
underﬂoor heating
systems have
been developed
that are simple
to install, while
still providing
excellent, efﬁcient
heating
characteristics as deﬁned by the heat source,
ﬂoor construction and ﬂoor covering.
Perfect for renovations or when the
ﬂoor of a property cannot be raised in height,
low-proﬁle underﬂoor heating systems can
be ﬁtted to timber joists or ﬂoating ﬂoors.
While most underﬂoor heating manufacturers
will have their own selection of low-proﬁle
systems, they can typically be split into
six types:
Low section panel systems – These consist
of a gypsum ﬁbreboard that has routes or
grooves carved into it; the underﬂoor heating
pipework is ﬁtted into the board, resulting in
ﬁnished depths of 15 to 29mm;
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Low section panel systems consist of a gypsum ﬁbreboard that has routes or grooves
carved into it.

Low section grid/levelling compound
system – With levelling compound systems,
the pipework and levelling is housed in a
proﬁled plastic panel, some with an adhesive
backing to aid installation, with a ﬁnished
depth of 15/22mm:

take the underﬂoor heating pipework, with
an intermediate layer of plywood, chipboard
or gypsum ﬁbreboard laid over to accept the
ﬂoor covering. The ﬁnished depth tends to be
between 15mm and 36mm.

Lightweight aluminium plate systems –
This comprises a proﬁled polystyrene insulation
panel designed to ﬁt the pipework and
aluminium plates with an intermediate layer
of plywood, chipboard or gypsum ﬁbreboard
laid over. The ﬁnished depth tends to be
between 43mm and 68mm;

Heat sources
The heat source of the system also needs to
be identiﬁed. Although both a boiler and heat
pump work perfectly with underﬂoor heating,
it is important to match the system and heat
source with the requirements of the property.
It is also important to realistically assess
how quickly the installation will need to be
completed, the number of manifolds
the system will need, and any additional
insulation requirements.
In order to ensure a property has the most
suitable system installed, it is imperative that
designers, speciﬁers and architects have a
solid understanding of the different systems
available. Using BEAMA resources for the latest
guidance and advice documents will ensure an
efﬁcient and effective installation, every time.
A guide to different ﬂoor coverings
used with underﬂoor heating is due to be
published soon with others on the way. Right
now though you can download the guide to
low-proﬁle underﬂoor heating systems at
http://www.beama.org.uk/resourceLibrary/
low-proﬁle-guide.html Q

Lightweight foil faced insulation
systems – This is a proﬁled polystyrene
insulation panel with a bonded aluminium
layer added. The pipework ﬁts into the panels
with an intermediate layer of plywood,
chipboard or gypsum ﬁbreboard laid over
to accommodate the ﬂoor covering, with a
ﬁnished depth of 25mm to 68mm;
Lightweight aluminium plate wood panel
systems – A wood panel designed to take the
underﬂoor heating pipework and aluminium
plates with an intermediate layer of plywood,
chipboard or gypsum ﬁbreboard laid over it.
The ﬁnished depth is between 15 and 36mm.
Lightweight aluminium foil wood panel
systems – This consists of a wooden panel
with a bonded aluminium layer designed to
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Polytherm Heating
Systems 17
years of bespoke
Underﬂoor Heating
design and supply
Using DEAP software a 1300ft2 house using a
heat pump as the primary heat source was able
to achieve an A3 BER rating simply by using
7VS`[OLYT\UKLYÅVVYOLH[PUN

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1

•• Polytherm.indd 1
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POLYTHERM HEATING
SYSTEMS HAS 18 YEARS
OF BESPOKE UNDERFLOOR
HEATING DESIGN AND
SUPPLY…

Polytherm at
the forefront
of design and
innovation

P

olytherm Heating Systems was formed
in 1999 from the success of the
\UKLYÅVVYOLH[PUNKP]PZPVUVMP[ZWHYLU[
JVTWHU`/L]HJ3[K:PUJL[OLU7VS`[OLYT
has continued to be at the forefront of
\UKLYÅVVYOLH[PUNKLZPNUHUKPUUV]H[PVU
-VY7VS`[OLYTZ[HMMJ\Z[VTLYZH[PZMHJ[PVUPZ
[OLWYPTHY`NVHS
>OLU[OLJVTWHU`YLJLP]LZWSHUZMYVT
HOVTLV^ULYHUPUZ[HSSLYTLJOHUPJHS
JVU[YHJ[VYTLYJOHU[JVUZ\S[HU[LUNPULLYVY
HYJOP[LJ[7VS`[OLYT»ZKLZPNULUNPULLYZHUK
*(+[LJOUPJPHUZ^PSSYLZWVUK^P[OHUPUP[PHS
KLZPNUHUKVWLUHKPHSVN\L[VÄUKV\[^OH[
^PSSILZ[Z\P[[OLWYVQLJ[H[OHUK
6UJL[OL[LHTRUV^[OLZLYLX\PYLTLU[Z[OL`
WYVK\JLTLJOHUPJHSHUKLSLJ[YPJHSKYH^PUNZ
[VTH[JO[OLÄUHSKLZPNU0MHZZPZ[HUJLPZ
YLX\PYLKWYPVY[VPUZ[HSSH[PVUHZP[L]PZP[JHUIL
LHZPS`HJJVTTVKH[LK7VS`[OLYT»ZLUNPULLYZ
HYLHSZVH]HPSHISLV]LY[OLWOVULPM[LJOUPJHS
Z\WWVY[PZYLX\PYLKVYPMHJ\Z[VTLYOHZHU`
X\LZ[PVUZHIV\[\UKLYÅVVYOLH[PUN6UJL[OL
Z`Z[LTPZPUZ[HSSLKHJVTTPZZPVUPUNLUNPULLY
PZH]HPSHISL[VJHSSV\[[V[OLWYVQLJ[

Polytherm’s Heattrack low proﬁle panel system.

house using a standard radiator system
^V\SKH[[YHJ[H LMÄJPLUJ`WLUHS[`MVY
ZWHJLOLH[PUNHUKMHPS7HY[3JVTWSPHUJL
7VS`[OLYTZ`Z[LTZNL[[OLTVZ[MYVT`V\Y
^L[JLU[YHSOLH[PUNZ`Z[LTZPUJS\KPUNVPS
gas or solid fuel boilers and are excellent
MVY[`WPJHSPUZ[HSSH[PVUZ^OLYLHTP_VM
OLH[LTP[[LYZHYL\ZLKZ\JOHZ\UKLYÅVVY
OLH[PUNVU[OLNYV\UKÅVVYHUKYHKPH[VYZVU
[OLÄYZ[ÅVVY
7VS`[OLYT»Z\UKLYÅVVYOLH[PUNZ`Z[LT
comes into its own when used with lowNYHKL[LTWLYH[\YLZV\YJLZSPRLJVUKLUZPUN
IVPSLYZHUKOLH[W\TWZ(Z[OLZ`Z[LTVUS`
YLX\PYLZHSV^ÅV^[LTWLYH[\YLIL[^LLU
*HUK*7VS`[OLYTJHUL_WSVP[[OL
OPNOLYLMÄJPLUJPLZ[OH[JVUKLUZPUNIVPSLYZ
HUKOLH[W\TWZJHUHJOPL]L
-\Y[OLYZH]PUNZJHUILHJOPL]LKI`\ZPUN
7VS`[OLYTJVU[YVSZ;OLJVTWHU`»Z
L_[LUZP]LYHUNLHUKRUV^SLKNLVMJVU[YVSZ
ENERGY SAVING
TLHUZ[OH[`V\YOVTLVYWSHJLVMI\ZPULZZ
Since the introduction of the Building Energy
9H[PUNJLY[PÄJH[PVUL]LY`VULI\`PUNVYYLU[PUN ^PSSHS^H`ZILH[[OL[LTWLYH[\YL`V\
KLZPYL-YVTKPHS[OLYTVZ[H[Z[VPU[LYUL[
WYVWLY[`OHZILJVTLH^HYLVM[OLJVZ[Z
YLHK`ZTHY[JVU[YVSZ7VS`[OLYTOHZNV[[OL
VMOLH[PUN[OH[WYVWLY[`<ZPUN7VS`[OLYT
WYVK\J[MVY`V\0[ZPU[LSSPNLU[JVU[YVSSLYZ
/LH[PUN:`Z[LT»ZJ\Z[VTKLZPNUZOVTL
SLHYU[OLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVM`V\YI\PSKPUN
V^ULYZHUKI\PSKPUNVWLYH[VYZJHUILULÄ[
TLHUPUNUVTVYLJVSKÅVVYZPU[OLTVYUPUN
MYVTYLK\JLKY\UUPUNJVZ[Z
<ZPUN+,(7ZVM[^HYLHM[õOV\ZL\ZPUN VYOPNOLULYN`IPSSZ0UMHJ[\ZPUNZTHY[
JVU[YVSZJHUZH]L`V\\W[V ]LYZ\Z
HOLH[W\TWHZ[OLWYPTHY`OLH[ZV\YJL^HZ
Z[HUKHYKJVU[YVSZ
HISL[VHJOPL]LHU(),9YH[PUNZPTWS`I`
\ZPUN7VS`[OLYT\UKLYÅVVYOLH[PUN;OLZHTL -VY\UKLYÅVVYOLH[PUNPUL_PZ[PUNI\PSKPUNZ

^OLYLÅVVY[VJLPSPUNOLPNO[TH`ILHU
PZZ\LMVY[YHKP[PVUHSZ`Z[LTZ7VS`[OLYT
VMMLYZ/LH[YHJR¶HSV^WYVÄSLWHULSZ`Z[LT
;OPZLUHISLZPUZ[HSSH[PVUVUQVPZ[ÅVVYZHUK
L_PZ[PUNJVUJYL[LÅVVYZPUJYLHZPUN[OL
\ZLHISLHYLH^P[OPUYVVTZI`YLTV]PUN
YHKPH[VYZMYVTL_[LYUHS^HSSZ

Key factors for underĲRor
heating design
 7VS`[OLYT»Z4\S[PSH`LYWPWLPZ
ZWLJPÄJHSS`THU\MHJ[\YLKMVY
\UKLYÅVVYOLH[PUNHWWSPJH[PVUZ
 7VS`[OLYT»ZLUNPULLYZ^PSSZLSLJ[[OL
JVYYLJ[THUPMVSKZL[\WMVY`V\YOLH[
ZV\YJL
 7VS`[OLYT»ZLUNPULLYZ^PSSKLZPNUH
solution based on the thermal
YLZPZ[HUJLVM[OLÅVVYJV]LYPUN
 7VS`[OLYT»Z\UKLYÅVVYOLH[PUN[HRLZ
HK]HU[HNLVMYHKPH[LKOLH[[YHUZMLY
ZV[OH[SV^LYTVYLJVTMVY[HISLYVVT
[LTWLYH[\YLZHYL\[PSPZLK
 7VS`[OLYT»Z\UKLYÅVVYOLH[PUN
Z`Z[LTJVTWVULU[ZHYLIHJRLK
I`[OLJVTWHU`»ZN\HYHU[LL^VYRPUN
[VNL[OLYMVYLHZLVMVWLYH[PVU

7VS`[OLYT/LH[PUN:`Z[LTZ3[K4\PYÄLSK+YP]L5HHZ9VHK+\ISPU;!9V0  VY50 
-\YY`7HYR0UK\Z[YPHS,Z[H[L:HU[Y`+\ISPU ;!9V0VY50
:V\[O9PUN>LZ[)\ZPULZZ7HYR;YHTVYL9VHK*VYR;!9V0VY50
,!PUMV'WVS`[OLYTPLwww.polytherm.ie
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Gas and industrial fans for
process and specialist air
movement applications
Soler & Palau Ireland Ventilation Systems Ltd is one of Ireland’s
leading providers of indoor air quality solutions with a vast
range of own-brand and custom-manufactured products
and systems designed to cater for domestic, commercial and
industrial applications. It has long-standing partnerships with
internationally-renowned, market-leading brands, one such
example being Gas & Industrial Fans Services Ltd.
With a large range of designs, all types
of industry are catered for, from heating and
ventilation through to the most arduous
petrochemical applications. Through this
partnership Soler & Palau Ireland offers a
complete service, from the initial enquiry
stage through to design, manufacture,
testing and delivery to site. As an integral
part of that service, it can also avail of the
extensive back-up service provided by Gas &
Industrial Fans Services, with whom they
have completed special contracts for
companies such as Pﬁzer, Eli Lilly, BMS,
Merck, Novartis, Amgen and many more.

Gas & Industrial Fans Services is part of
WDB, the leading international specialist
balancers provider to general engineers and
the aerospace, automotive, power
generation and petrochemical industries. Its
factory has the most up to date vertical and
horizontal balancing machines to cover all
customers’ balancing requirements, while its
site team consists of highly-qualiﬁed and
experienced engineers.
Gas and industrial fans are machines
whose primary function is to provide a large
ﬂow of air or gas to various processes of
many industries. The ﬂow rates of these fans

These fans are for a glass-toughening plant in Turkey.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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Fan types provided
QCentrifugal fans QAxial ﬂow fans
QBifurcated fans QATEX fans
QPlug Unit fans QHot Gas fans
up to 1000°Cs
QSpecialist fans
designed around
customers’ requirements
range from approximately 200 CFM to
2,000,000 CFM (5.7 to 57000 cubic meters
per minute). A blower is another name for a
fan that operates where the resistance to the
ﬂow is primarily on the downstream side of
the fan.
There are many uses for the continuous
ﬂow of air or gas that industrial fans
generate including combustion, ventilation,
aeration, particulate transport, exhaust,
cooling, air-cleaning and drying.
The industries served include electrical
power production, pollution control, metal
manufacturing and processing, cement
production, mining, petrochemical, food
processing, cryogenics and clean rooms.
Anti-vibration
To avoid transmission of any vibration
to steel structures or concrete footings,
anti-vibration mountings are essential.
With offset loadings it is important to
choose the correct type and rating of each
anti-vibration mounting to ensure stability
of the equipment
Soler & Palau Ireland Ventilation Systems’
technical engineers are available to discuss
client requirements and offer a suitable
solution along with a competitive quotation.
Gas & Industrial Fans Services employs
precision manufacturing processes and uses
only the highest-quality materials, including
mild steel 43a, high-tensile steel 50 a/b,
304/316/321/310 stainless steel, aluminium,
aluminium bronze, Inconel, incaloy ds,
incaloy 800hm, hasteloy c276 and titanium.
Fans can also be lined with Ectfe (haylar),
rubber (soft and hard), Teﬂon, Ensicote and
PVC. For more arduous duties the company
offers X-rays of all butt welds, NDT of
impellers, hydrostatic testing, overspeed
testing and performance testing.
Contact: Soler & Palau Ireland Ventilation
Systems. Tel: 01 – 412 4020; email: sales.ie@
solerpalau.com; www.solerpalau.ie Q
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How is your
balancing act?
The humble domestic circulator has been through many
changes since it was initially introduced back in the
1950s. These changes have accelerated dramatically in
recent years as a result of engineering and technological
advances, as well as changes to legislation.
As a manufacturer, Grundfos has
been at the forefont of this trend,
investing heavily in R&D and new product
development, and bringing the fruits of
that investment to the marketplace.
One of the latest introductions is
the ALPHA3 model, which is not just
a reliable and durable circulator, but
one that offers the added beneﬁt of
substantial savings on heating bills
through a process that simpliﬁes hydronic
balancing. With an EEI rating of 0.17 it
can cut heating and energy costs while,
at the same time, delivering ﬂow-based
balancing that can save hours. This
really sets it apart.
ALPHA3 System
To achieve system balancing the
ALPHA3 System combines the ALPHA3

circulator, ALPHA Reader and Grundfos
GO Balance app. The built-in one-way
communication capabilities of the
ALPHA3, together with the ALPHA
Reader and Grundfos GO Balance
app, allow for easy and quick hydronic
balancing of a domestic 2-pipe radiator
or underﬂoor heating system. This means
that ﬂow-based balancing of a heating
system no longer has to be overly
complicated and time-consuming, and
can be achieved in just three steps.
The ALPHA Reader is a pocket-sized
device that you attach to the front of
the ALPHA3. It reads a light signal from
the pump and communicates with the
Grundfos GO Balance app via Bluetooth
during the balancing process. Once the
hydronic balancing is done, installers can

The ALPHA3 System combines the ALPHA3 circulator, ALPHA Reader and Grundfos
GO Balance app.
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simply take the ALPHA Reader with them
to their next job.
The Grundfos Go Balance app is
downloaded from iTunes or Google
Play. Grundfos GO Balance is the only
mobile platform for hydronic balancing
on the market and it is designed to save
valuable time on hydronic balancing,
reporting and data sharing. The app picks
up the Bluetooth signal from the ALPHA
Reader and guides installers through
some simple balancing steps.
So how does the ALPHA3 system work?
The answer is it breaks down system
balancing into three simple steps:
Step one
• Set up the system;
• Measure zero ﬂow with all radiators
closed.
Step two
• Input room and radiator data into the
app;
• Open single radiator and measure the
ﬂow rate;
• Repeat for all radiators;
• Measure base ﬂow for radiators
selected by the app.
Step three
• Adjust balancing valve to the correct
setting by viewing the radiator ﬂow
rate live on the Grundfos GO Balance
app on your smart phone;
• Repeat for all return valves to
optimally balance the radiator circuits.
When the system has been balanced
a report can be accessed and saved for
future reference, or to be sent as an
email. The Grundfos ALPHA3 performance
is then optimised and its output will
reduce the pump’s energy consumption
and in turn customers’ energy bills.
The new ALPHA3 system can save the
installer hours of work, while hydronic
balancing can cut customers’ heating
bills by up to 17%. Moreover, the system
works for every part of a heating system,
including underﬂoor heating, without
compromising on reliability, efﬁciency
and easy installation.
Contact: Liam McDermott,
Sales Director, Grundfos Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 408 9800;
email: lmcdermott@grundfos.com Q
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Fire safety solutions
for all your climate and
air movement needs
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1

Flaktwoods DPS.indd 2
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SAFETY FIRST FROM
FLAKT WOODS
Flakt Woods Manual and Motorised Fire Dampers

Flakt Woods Smoke Control Dampers

Flakt Woods smoke control dampers are specially designed for use in
Fire and smoke dampers are used as a
single and multiple ﬁre compartment applications as a closing or as an closing device for preventing the spread of
opening damper for smoke extract purposes.
ﬁre and smoke between ﬁre compartments.
Fire dampers are equipped with fusible link
and spring mechanism for closing or with
electrical actuator.

A wide range of products
to keep people and
property safe

www.ﬂaktwoods.com
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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The Panasonic PRO Awards were presented at the iconic
Shard building in London where Crystal Air directors David
O’Brien (left) and Domnick Ward (right) accepted the Award.
In the centre is Vincent Mahony, National Sales Manager,
Panasonic Ireland.

RYSTAL AIR
WINS SPECIAL
RECOGNITION
AWARD FOR
ZALANDO
“The overall project brief was to convert an existing

Crystal Air has won the Panasonic
PRO Special Recognition Award
for its work on the Zalando
Fashion Insights Centre
project located in Dublin’s
Silicon Docks. Zalando is the
most trafﬁcked fashion site
in Europe with well over
100 million visits to the
site per month, and the
company’s Dublin base plays
a major role as it continues
to lead online fashion and
grow its presence across Europe.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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19th century docks warehouse into a funky ofﬁce space in
Dublin’s Silicon Docks district”, says Don Hoban of Crystal Air,
“and our responsibility was to deliver a heating and ventilation
solution that reﬂected this. The end user, Zalando – a fastexpanding online provider of shoes and fashion – found that
rapid growth meant their existing Dublin base was too small so
they needed new space, and quickly. They needed to provide for
their current numbers as well as growth for new staff.
“Part of the attraction of the Silicon Docks for the likes
of Zalando is its central location in the heart of Dublin, and
also the proximity of major international technology ﬁrms
(and talent) such as Google, Yahoo, Facebook, AirBnB, etc.
This, however, also meant that both the building exterior and
interior, including the air conditioning and heating solution, had
to reﬂect the ultra-modern iconic style of its neighbours”.
The brief for the project was extremely challenging as the
building featured an exposed truss roof design – with the
services needing to be exposed and kept above the bottom
of the truss – wherever possible. This meant that all the
workmanship had to be top quality because it was all on show
to the client, and to their clients. In addition, this had to be
done with minimal changes to the building fabric, and to a
very tight schedule.
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Working closely with Willie Bennett,
Project Manager, FKM Group, Crystal
Air opted for Panasonic because of the
energy efﬁciency and ﬂexibility of its
3-pipe air conditioning system. A key
technical feature was the ability of the
ducted units to have sufﬁcient fan power
to drive warm air to the ﬂoor without
being too noisy for an open-plan ofﬁce.
The Panasonic 3-pipe ECOi MF2 Series
was the obvious choice.
“Because of the limited availability
of plant space”, continues Don, “it
wasn’t possible to provide a central
AHU externally or internally without
losing space or a need for major
support steelwork. So, fresh air needed
to be delivered using energy recovery
ventilators (ERVs). These we located
in the roof space, so we saved plant
area without compromising on
building comfort.
“In addition to using two highlyefﬁcient 3-Pipe ECOi VRF systems
matched to a central controller, the
ERVs are also connected to the central
controller using CZ-CAPC2 modules.
This allows us to use the scheduler
facility in the central controller to
maximise the free air cooling.
“During the summer months we
can purge the building at night, thereby
allowing the night air to cool the
building for a fresh start to the day.
Then during the day we reduce the
number of ERVs running at lunchtime
when there are less people in the ofﬁces
“The central controller acts as a
master scheduler for the entire ofﬁce,
including the cellular spaces. These
spaces have local controllers to give full
control, but we also use the scheduler to
provide additional ‘stop’ points to shut
off the meeting room in those all-tofrequent occasions when, after
a meeting, the AC is left running.
”In addition, the cellular spaces
have been ﬁtted with ‘ECO NAVI’
presence detectors to reduce the energy
consumption when the rooms are
unoccupied.”
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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This is only one of ﬁve Panasonic
PRO Awards presented throughout all
of Europe in 2017. It speaks volumes
for the efﬁciency and performance of
the system, but also the quality of the
installation. It not only delivers the
optimum indoor working environment,
but also complements and indeed
enhances the interior décor.

For further information contact:
Vincent Mahony, National Account
Manager, Panasonic Ireland.
Tel: 087 - 969 4221:
email: vincent.mahony@eu-panasonic.com
or Don Hoban, Business Development
Manager, Crystal Air.
Tel: 086 – 444 4588;
email: don@crystalair.ie; Q
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AquaBox System
Compact design, Constant pressure
The new all in one Aquabox System for Domestic and Commercial clean water applications.
A compact system designed for transporting clean water with constant pressure.
The Aquabox System makes plumbing easy, with less work, creating more space and less
noise for greater comfort. A cost effective plug n’play system from Xylem.

Components

SCUBA Series

• 300 Litre & 500 Litre Tank
• Lowara SC205 Stainless Steel
Submersible Scuba Pump
• Auto Genyo Controller
• Ball Valve & Float
• 25mm BSP Brass Connection

The Lowara SC205 Scuba, is a 5” Close
Coupled Multistage submersible pump
(0.55kw) with Electrical motor cooled by
pumped liquid which is FDA compliant. The
Lowara Scuba can be installed in vertical and
horizontal positions. The pumps low noise
tolerance, stainless steel structure, Double
Mechanical Seals system and engineered
motor is designed for constant use.

Please Note: Overﬂow connection not supplied

GENYO Series
The Lowara Genyo electronic control and
protection system designed with pressure
sensors, delivers constant water pressure on
demand. The Genyo enables automatic control
of pump start up and shut down based on
actual water demand, preventing any pressure
ﬂuctuations. The Genyo has built in dry run
protection and auto-restart.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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www. xylemwatersolutions.com

Tank Details
The Tanks is manufactured from medium
density recyclable polyethylene with UV light
stabilizer for outdoor endurance, they are
compact and strong. The Tanks light weigh
design makes for easy transportation and
installation.

Tank Dimensions
Dimensions in mm

Capacity 300 Litre

Capacity 300 Litre

Capacity 500 Litre

Height

710

Height

1300

Height

803

Width

664

Diameter

580

Width

728

Length

1029

Width
including
handles

Length

1201

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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RACGS enjoys
St Margaret’s
splendour

Carel Ireland was the sponsor and, as is
customary for Dave Killalea and his colleagues,
there was a wonderful array of prizes, plus a very
thoughtful gift for all participants.
Results were as follows:
Overall winner: Martin Buggy, 42pts (16hp).
Class 1 Winner: John Ryan, 39pts (11hp);
Runner up: Mick Clancy, 38pts (12hp).
Class 2 Winner: Roland Bradley, 41pts (19hp);

The RACGS outing at St Margaret’s Golf &
Country Club proved a wonderful occasion as it is
some time since the Society played this particular
venue. It has now been restored to all its former
splendour and, as is beﬁtting a championship
course, the high turnout upped their game
to deliver some excellent scoring in a keenly
contested competition.

Runner up: John Queally, 31pts (20hp).
Front 9: Matt Butler, 18pts.
Back 9: Billy Queally, 23pts.
Visitors: Winner: John Proctor, 38pts (15hp);
Runner up: Matt Curren, 36pts (20hp).
Longest Drive: John Ryan.
Nearest the pin: Billy Queally. Q

Front 9 winner Matt Butler with sponsor Dave Killalea, Carel Ireland.

Class 1 winner John Ryan with sponsor Dave Killalea,
Carel Ireland.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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Sponsor Dave Killalea, Carel Ireland with Mick Clancy, Class 1 runner-up.
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LAI and LIA
form alliance to
strengthen future

45

LIGHTING
ASSOCIATION
IRELAND
NEWS

Lighting Association Ireland
(LAI) and UK body, the Lighting
Industry Association (LIA), have
announced a joint agreement
to work closely together. The
two bodies share a similar
outlook and philosophy when
it comes to their members
and the future of lighting,
and the closer relationship
between them will beneﬁt
not just the members, but
the entire lighting industry.
Lighting Association Ireland
is the established representative body for
the sector in Ireland with a membership
that includes all the key players and
market-leading brands. Between them
they are involved in every facet of the
business, including design, manufacture,
distribution and installation of lighting
throughout all of Ireland.
The LIA has a heritage of over 80 years
and is Europe’s largest trade association
for lighting equipment professionals with
over 250 members. It is globally recognised
as an authority on all lighting matters.
The agreement between LAI and the LIA
will see the sharing of member beneﬁts
between both organisations covering a
wide range of services, from training to
social events and including the LIA’s
UKAS-accredited lighting laboratory.
In the context of Brexit and what it may
or may not bring, both associations agree
that it is logical to have mutually-beneﬁcial
ties to maximise shared strengths and
interests for the future.
See www.laoi.ie Q
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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Pictured signing the agreement at LIA’s Telford Centre is Gay Byrne, LAI Chairman and Julie
Humpreys, LIA Commercial Manager.

LAI party, and hosts, pictured on arrival at the LIA Telford Centre are Tim Stokes,
Programme Manager – Market Surveillance, SEAI; Michael Brennan and Declan Hanratty,
LAI; Julie Humphries, LIA; Gay Byrne and Paul Noonan, LAI; and Andy Guest, LIA.
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NEW CHAPTER BEGINS IN

Ireland

W
Ireland Section
There is plenty to celebrate for ASHRAE
members in Ireland and in Europe. At
the recent ASHRAE summer meeting at
Long Beach, California, Ireland became
an ASHRAE Chapter, Europe has a new
ASHRAE Region, and the new President is
a European. Two more Chapters were also
approved in the UK and three new student
branches in the UK, Spain and Bulgaria.
Earlier in the year, ASHRAE Scotland and
ASHRAE UK North were born, not to
mention the agreements signed between
ASHRAE and CIBSE in October of 2016,
and between ASHRAE and the Institute
of Refrigeration UK in April 2017.

ith the overwhelming support from members in
Ireland, ASHRAE Ireland has been approved as an ASHRAE
Chapter, making it one of eight ASHRAE Chapters in the
new ASHRAE Region in Europe.

The ASHRAE story began in Ireland in 2015, when the ASHRAE Section was
born. Under the steady guidance of President Frank Caul and the board,
ASHRAE Ireland has gone from strength to strength. There have been many
very successful events including the conference in Dublin Castle last year, the
visit of now past President Tim Wentz (pictured) at Engineers Ireland, and the
presentation of Professor Thomas Lawrence at the Energy Show.
Other recent events included the BIM conference in Dublin with speakers from
Ireland and the US detailing how BIM is changing the construction world, the
regional event at the Cork Institute of Technology on
cooling towers, and the joint CIBSE-ASHRAE event
on data centres held at the IERC.
Dr Simeon Oxizidis is the new President of ASHRAE
Ireland and already in the planning for his term
is a visit by new ASHRAE President Bjarne Olesen in
October, a speaker from the data centres Technical
Committee 9.9 at the Data Centre Conference, and a
possible visit from past-president, Tom Watson, in
November. Please visit www.ashrae-ireland.org for
further upates.

Contact
The new ASHRAE Chapter is looking for
people who are interested in sharing their
ideas and opinions on the industry, and
getting actively involved in ASHRAE in
Ireland, Europe and worldwide.
If interested, contact Ken Goodman,
Region XIV ARC at
email: ken.goodman@mail.ashrae.org

ASHRAE Regions and
strategic agreements
The newly-approved ASHRAE Region, to be known as Region XIV,
is made up of eight Chapters and two Sections. It is currently planning
its ﬁrst Chapter Regional Conference to be held in Belgrade at the end
of November this year, where it will be inaugurated by President Bjarne
Olesen. ASHRAE is also exploring opening its ﬁrst international ofﬁce/
training centre. To learn more about ASHRAE Chapters and Regions
worldwide, see www.ashrae.org/society-groups/regions.
In parallel, discussions are due to start to form two new strategic
agreements. The ﬁrst will be a trilateral agreement between ASHRAE, CIBSE
and REHVA, with the second a revised agreement on the alliance between
ASHRAE and REHVA, both forecast to be completed in January 2018.

Ken Goodman
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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The discussion outcomes intend to increase the knowledge transfer
from the societies between North America and Europe, and outline how
the groups will work together more closely and, with more deﬁned
parameters, to continue furthering and promoting the advancements of
HVAC&R technologies. These include, but are not limited to: research; joint
conferences and meetings; training and education programs; publication
distribution and chapter collaboration.
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Professor Bjarne Olesen was
inaugurated as the ASHRAE
President 2017-18 at the summer
meeting in California. Olesen is the
Director of the International Center
for Indoor Environment and Energy
and a Professor at
Danish Technical
University.

New ASHRAE
President

H

is theme “Extending

our Community”,
focuses on three
directives – extend
our global community;
extend our technological horizons;
and extend our value to members. “Extending our global community
will acknowledge our interconnectedness worldwide and embrace our
shared needs and objectives”, Olesen said. “The technical guidance
we produce for all members is made stronger by global diversity.
“Many of our members are only active on one side – either the
technical side, mainly at the Society level, or the grassroots side at the
local chapter level. However, one side cannot live without the other.
We will work to extend our global connections and more strongly
link our members worldwide. Doing so will strengthen our Society’s
knowledge base, community reach and ability to shape
a more sustainable world”.
Bjarne Olesen will be visiting Ireland on 17 October to inaugurate the
new ASHRAE Ireland Chapter and present his inaugural address.
See www.ashrae-ireland.org for updates.

Advanced energy
design guide
To promote building energy efﬁciency,
ASHRAE and its partners are making the
Advanced Energy Design Guides for 50%
Savings available for free pdf download. The
50% Guides offer designers and contractors
the tools needed for achieving 50% energy
savings compared to buildings that meet
the minimum requirements of Standard
09.1-2004. To download, please visit
http://aedg.ashrae.org/
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Student
support

ASHRAE has over 5,000 student members in almost
300 student branches located all over the world.
Primarily they are studying full time courses in building
services, energy, HVAC and refrigeration, and receive
a range of beneﬁts including the monthly ASHRAE
Journal, the Student Design Project Competition,
publication discounts, grants-in-aid, courses and
student branch activities, as well as the support of the
local ASHRAE Ireland Chapter and its partners.
Having an ASHRAE student branch in your local
college or university will also allow access to ASHRAE
scholarships and grants. Successful scholarship
applications can receive up to $10,000 per student and
research grant aid of 10% of the $3 million ASHRAE
contributes annually to research.
For further information, contact the ASHRAE Ireland
Student Activities Chair, Adam O’Donovan at
adam.odonnabhain@mycit.ie or visit the ASHRAE
student webpage at www.ashrae.org/membership-conferences/student-zone.

Uniﬁed Building Code for
LEED certiﬁcation
A uniﬁed green building code that could become the foundation
for LEED certiﬁcation was created in 2011, thanks to a
partnership between ASHRAE, the International Code Council
(ICC), the American Institute of Architects (AIA), the Illuminating
Engineering Society (IES), and the US Green Building Council
(USGBC).
That effort got a boost in August 2014 when
ICC and ASHRAE agreed to align the technical
requirements of ASHRAE’s Standard 189.1 for
High Performance Green Buildings (189.1) with
ICC’s International Green Construction Code
(IgCC) into one single model code.
With that agreement, and with the subsequent
deﬁnition of each organisation’s roles, the
ASHRAE Standard 189.1 committee continued
revising the standard so it could provide
technical content for the IgCC, with the ICC
responsible for the administrative sections and publication. This
integrated document, coined the “IgCC powered by 189.1,” will
become the new version of the IgCC (2018-IgCC), due to be
published in summer 2018.
The goal of the 2018-IgCC is to provide fundamental criteria for
energy efﬁciency, resource conservation, water safety, land use,
site development, indoor environmental quality and building
performance. See www.ashrae.org/news/2017/icc-partnershipwith-ashrae-aia-usgbc-and-ies-means-higher-performingbuildings-will-be-easier-to-achieve
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Myson’s ‘Plans’ come together
Myson’s Plan Compact and
Plan Compact Plus are two stylish
ﬂat-fronted panel radiators
designed to please both installers
and end-users alike. The Plan
Compact is a panel radiator
with a completely ﬂat-fronted,
smooth-edged design, while the
Plan Compact Plus beneﬁts from
an added feature in its highly-

attractive, ﬁnely-lined, decorative
front panel. Both come with
top grill and side panels in a
ﬁnish that will complement
any setting.
The two ranges offer single
convector, double panel ‘xtra
and double convector versions in
heights from 300mm to 600mm,
and lengths from 400mm to

Installers pack
underﬂoor ‘Punch’
with Myson
Myson Punch Pack is a single-room
underﬂoor heating pack, designed
to provide installers with a complete
solution for hydronic underﬂoor heating
installation in rooms with screeded
ﬂoors. The packs come in two sizes, one
for rooms of up to 20sq m and another
for larger rooms of up to 40sq m.
Each pack contains the required
amount of 16mm multi-layer pipe
for high performance and longevity;
Myson’s innovative Tackernails for ease
of ﬁxing; and a FLOORTEC A-rated
single zone control unit. Also included
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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3000mm, depending on model
height. The Plan Compact also
comes in a triple convector model
to provide maximum warmth
from a smaller footprint, still
elegantly styled with a sleek ﬂat
front panel. All Plan Compact and
Plan Compact Plus models carry a
10-year warranty.
“In the Plan Compact and Plan
Compact Plus we have achieved
the best of both worlds in an
easy-to-install decorative radiator
that delivers excellent outputs
with exceptional good looks”,
says Paul Clancy, Managing
Director, Baxi Potterton Myson.
”The ﬁnishes on each model will
delight end users, while the
great outputs and range of
options will make product
selection simplicity itself for
speciﬁers and installers alike.”Q
is a FLOORTEC Touch Screen Thermostat
230V with remote sensor and all the
ﬁttings and instructions needed to
complete the single-room installation.
Paul Clancy, Managing Director, Baxi
Potterton Myson said: “Our Punch Packs
are designed to give installers complete
conﬁdence when installing underﬂoor
heating. By providing everything in
one pack we offer the reassurance that
installation will be straightforward and
that all the products are tailor made to
work together. This also makes ordering
simpler and ensures that everything for
the project is available at one time”.
The single-room Myson Punch
Packs are also cost-effective, covered
by Myson’s product guarantees, and
supported with technical and design
speciﬁcation advice.
Contact: Baxi Potterton Myson.
Tel: 01 – 459 0870;
email: sales@potterton-myson.ie;
www.myson.co.uk Q
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Wilo Yonos PICO and
Varios PICO models set
new pump benchmark
Reﬂecting the ever-increasing pace of change in
pump technology, Wilo is constantly to the forefront
with the introduction of truly innovative, nextgeneration products and systems.
Among the latest examples are the
Wilo-Yonos PICO series and the
Wilo-Varios PICO. Looking to the
Wilo-Varios PICO ﬁrst, this is the ideal
replacement pump for almost all
ﬁelds of application in the heating,
cooling and air-conditioning sector.
It is ideal for replacing older pump
models, be they stand-alone or
integrated pumps in a heating system.
The Wilo-Varios PICO is
especially user-friendly thanks to
the combination of standard and
external control modes, but also for
its maintenance routines such as air
venting and manual re-start.
“It is clearly the most convenient
solution in the marketplace for
replacement business”, says Derek
Elton, Managing Director, Wilo
Ireland. “However, its stand-out
feature is the re-programming

potential of the Sync function, which
allows the new pump to replicate
the hydraulic performance of the
pump being replaced”.
The enormous versatility of the
Wilo-Varios PICO is further supported
by Green-Button-Technology. This
provides the highest degree of
operating convenience, both during
installation and during operation.
The customer has a clear overview
of the parameters necessary for
installation via a modern LED display.
Two push buttons – one for the
control mode and one for pre-set
pump curves – enable smart set-up
of the pump in line with the
existing conditions.
The Varios PICO also has one of
the most compact constructions in
its class size, and a dual electrical
connection system, making it a very
versatile and easy to
install pump.
Thanks to the new Sync
function, the Wilo-Varios
PICO is one of the most
compatible pumps on the
market
Already established
as a market-leading
model, the new
generation Wilo-Yonos
PICO series incorporates
new functionality and
additional ease-of-use
features.
“Energy performance
Thanks to the new Sync
function, the Wilo-Varios PICO
is one of the most compatible
pumps in the market.
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Wilo-Yonos PICO remains the benchmark
in the small pump marketplace.

plays a major role of course, and
many successful existing features
have been kept. As in the previous
version, the outstanding Wilo
ECM technology performance is
combined with a precise setting of
0.1m”, explains Derek. “In addition,
energy consumption can
be monitored continuously on
the LED display”.
The Yonos range already enjoys
exceptional popularity for its easy
installation and setting, as well as
for maintenance. The new features
reinforce these traditional qualities
and, thanks to the Green-ButtonTechnology and to the use of
symbols, it is simple for the customer
to set the pump. A push button
has been added to separate the
setting operation and the
functions activation.
Together with the new functions,
the compactness of Wilo-Yonos PICO
has been dramatically improved to
make it easy to install and use, while
front access to motor screws and the
Wilo connector position contribute
to the adaptability of the pump in
any installation. New ease-of-use
functions make maintenance far
easier for the installer, including
manual restart which was a speciﬁc
request from the market.
Contact: Wilo Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 426 0000;
email: sales@wilo.ie; www.wilo.ieQ
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Fire outside the box

MUSINGS
of

Engineering

Tim

Trump is trumped!
President Donald Trump’s sudden
withdrawal from the Paris Climate
Change agreement took us all by
surprise, and was generally seen as a
giant step backwards for environmental
engineering. The response of US
industry, however, put into perspective
the power of the people when it
comes to making big decisions.
Giant corporations re-afﬁrmed their
commitment to saving the planet,
reducing their carbon footprint and
continuing the shift towards
sustainable energy. Even where no
longer required by regulation, US
industry has decided to “Go Green”
as it simply makes good business
sense in most cases. There
is a business case for
using less energy and
reducing pollution,
and customers
respond favourably
to greener

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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The horriﬁc Grenfell Tower London ﬁre caused much questioning of building
design and building components. Tragedies such as these create instant
experts prepared to give forth on the airwaves at length, sometimes without
any real science behind their thoughts. One positive effect is to make us ask
questions from ﬁrst principles, about how we do
what we do in the construction industry.
It is time to look back at established practices
and, in this respect, the building services sector
needs to re-examine what we are installing.
Flame-resistant or retardant no longer seems
sufﬁcient, especially where ﬁres may rage at
temperatures of 700ºC. At issue is not just how the
products perform in ﬁre, but what chemicals are
released in the event of ﬁre.
Our move to higher-rise construction may need
new products and systems to guarantee safe egress
for occupants. Building services are an essential
part of the rapidly-changing construction picture,
and we need to be part of the new way of thinking. Thinking outside the
box is a phrase much abused but, in this case of course, the issues were
indeed more outside the building than inside.
So, we all need to consider what we support outside the building, and
even on the roof of the building (where much of our beloved mechanical
plant lives). We have now seen that systems and products installed outside
the building envelope can affect escape from inside the building. We need to
design and install solutions that recognise this.
business practices. Going green now
makes so much sense that we don’t
actually need legislation to do the
right thing for the environment.

NSAI rules … OK?
We have thrown out the rule book!
The electrical wiring regulations
ET.101 (2008) are being re-written
from scratch. NSAI Committee TC2 is
working on the task line by line,
chapter by chapter. So, if there is a
particular electrical wiring rule that
has been bugging you for years, now
is the time to have your say. Log onto
NSAI.Iie where “Your Standards …
Your Say” is the policy.
Ireland’s wiring regulations
generally follow European
Harmonised Documents from
CENELEC and IEC, with amendments
where it is deemed that special
national conditions arise. The new
electrical rules are expected to issue
late 2018, which will be a full 10 years
since the last issue.

Value engineering is not
cost-cutting
How sad to see “value engineering”
become a much-abused phrase that is
now a symbol of cost-cutting rather
than value analysis. Where once value
engineering included lifetime running
as well as capital cost analysis by
experienced engineers, the process is
often now undertaken by nonengineering staff who simply want
the cheapest product or solution
available. We all know where that
leads to!
Poor-quality products and shoddy
installations that don’t last the
lifetime expected, and that cost more
to run and maintain than ever was
anticipated, are a direct consequence
of this approach. It’s high time to be
clear about the difference between
simple cost-cutting and value
engineering.
Let’s call it what it is, and when
value engineering becomes simple
cost-cutting, then let’s label it as such.
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Dial before you dig!
You never know what’s below the surface. Digging into a gas pipeline
can cause serious injury – even death. So before you break ground,
always check the location of gas pipelines. It could save your life.
Email - dig@gasnetworks.ie or visit www.gasnetworks.ie/dial

In an emergency call
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NEW AQUAREA H GENERATION
THE MOST GREEN OPTION IN HEATING
AND HOT WATER

ENDED

RECOMM

For real savings at home, choose the Aquarea H Generation
Panasonic’s Aquarea H Generation range of heat pumps deliver major energy savings thanks
to its incredible efﬁciency even at -20ºC. This innovative new low-energy system, designed to
help you enjoy ideal temperatures and hot water in your home, is far cleaner, safer, cheaper and
environmentally friendly than alternatives using gas, oil and other electrical systems. It is the most
innovative option for low energy homes and achieve an impressive COP of 5 (on the 3,2 kW).
Maximize the energy savings in heating and hot water for your home with Panasonic Aquarea
H Generation.

A++
ErP 55°C

-20°C

A++
ErP 35°C

DHW

HEATING MODE

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss4/1
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5,00
COP

HIGH PERFORMANCE

INTERNET CONTROL

5

YEARS

COMPRESSOR
WARRANTY

Aquarea air to water heat pump:
www.aircon.panasonic.ie
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